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ABSTRACT
Client-side anti-phishing methods are crucial for safeguarding in-
dividuals against phishing attacks, offering a proactive approach
beyond traditional blocklisting strategies. This study expands the
scope to include a comprehensive evaluation of client-side anti-
phishing techniques within the Chrome browser, alongside an in-
depth analysis of academic research in the field of phishing over the
past five years. Our findings highlight the inherent limitations of
current client-side anti-phishing measures, which demonstrated a
detection rate of only 14% for phishing websites and blocked merely
10% of login-based phishing sites within the first hour, resulting in
a substantial false negative rate. Additionally, our analysis reveals
that attackers can readily circumvent these defenses by altering
the content of phishing websites. The study also critically assesses
recent academic contributions to understand their alignment and
potential integration with client-side anti-phishing frameworks.
Based on these insights, we propose targeted recommendations
to enhance the efficacy and responsiveness of the client-side anti-
phishing ecosystem, addressing the challenges of low detection
coverage, slow response times, and high rates of false negatives.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Web application security; Phishing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Phishing remains a significant threat, with a record number of
attacks reported in the third quarter of 2022 [6]. This rise in phishing
incidents highlights the ongoing challenge posed by sophisticated
phishing websites, kits, and evasion techniques like cloaking [25,
32, 54, 63]. These attacks not only result in direct financial losses for
victims but also cause reputational harm to impersonated entities
and threaten business infrastructures [75].

To combat phishing, the industry uses server-side blocklists,
which are highly accurate in identifying phishing sites with few
false positives. However, their effectiveness is limited by update
latency, allowing 75% of victims to access phishing pages before
they’re blocked [24, 55]. Additionally, blocklists are less effective
against targeted attacks like spear phishing [11]. The delay in up-
dating blocklists creates a vulnerability window, underscoring the
need for more timely solutions.

Client-side anti-phishing complements server-side blocklists by
detecting phishing directly in the browser, identifying suspicious
elements and patterns using machine learning [45]. This approach
effectively counters crawler-evasive tactics, delays in blocklist up-
dates, and targeted attacks like spear-phishing. Acting as a last line
of defense, client-side detection not only protects users but also
informs server-side blocklists about detected threats.

While blocklists are widely studied in the literature on anti-
phishing defenses [8, 24, 51, 52, 55, 56, 64, 69, 70, 76], less research
has focused on client-side anti-phishing. This work aims to (1)
understand the development and effectiveness of client-side anti-
phishing as a defense, and (2) examine its role in the broader anti-
phishing ecosystem. Additionally, it seeks to (3) comprehend the
constraints shaping client-side anti-phishing compared to server-
side defenses, and (4) use this insight to evaluate the applicability
of academically proposed anti-phishing techniques for client-side
detection.

In our work, we (1) conducted a three-year longitudinal study
on Chrome’s client-side anti-phishing, analyzing its evolution, ef-
fectiveness, and impact on server-side blocklisting. We also (2)
investigated how client-detected phishing data in Chrome is shared
with servers. Furthermore, we (3) identified design constraints in
Chrome’s client-side anti-phishing and (4) used these insights to
evaluate the suitability of recent academic phishing defense strate-
gies for client-side detection, focusing on research from the past
five years in major security conferences.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3634737.3657027
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We focused this study on Chrome because it has the largest user
base globally, with approximately three billion active users. Addi-
tionally, results from Chrome’s client-side anti-phishing feeds into
the Google Safe Browsing blocklist that protects most mainstream
browsers, not only Chrome. Browsers that use Google Safe Brows-
ing blocklist include, in addition to Chrome, Firefox, Safari, and
Opera [67].

To understand Chrome’s client-side anti-phishing system, we
conducted a detailed manual analysis of its source code across ver-
sions 79(2019) to 108(2023) over three years. This included code
review and reverse engineering to comprehend its design and func-
tionality. Our analysis revealed the evolution of Chrome’s anti-
phishing features, including the introduction of Enhanced Protection
mode, visual features, and an updated detection model that operates
independently of Chrome’s core updates.
Classifier Evaluation.Weevaluated Chrome’s client-side anti-phishing
classifier using real-world phishing samples from PhishTank [15]
over three years. As shown in Section 4) this assessment revealed
that the classifier had a high rate of failure and false negatives in
detecting known phishing attacks.
Evaluating Client-side Classification Impact on Server-side Blocklist-
ing. We conducted a long-term experiment using the PhishFarm
framework [51] to assess the impact of client-side anti-phishing on
blocklist performance in Chrome. This involved testing 14 groups
of 35 phishing websites over seven days. Our May 2020 experiment
showed that client-side anti-phishing had little effect on block-
listing, with websites being blocklisted mainly when reported to
Google Safe Browsing. A follow-up experiment in January 2021
confirmed these findings.
Disclosure. In February 2021, we reported our findings about the
effectiveness of the anti-phishing features in Google Chrome to the
Chrome team. They agreed with our findings and said that they
were working on improving client-side anti-phishing detection.

We conducted experiments in May and July 2022, and April
2023 to assess server-side blocklisting’s impact. These experiments
showed that Chrome’s anti-phishing system had adopted a visual
classification model, enhancing detection but still struggling with
high failure rates and false negatives on PhishTank websites. By
April 2023, there was notable improvement: non-cloaked phishing
sites had a 10% blocklisting rate within the first hour and 51%
after seven days. Although, cloaked sites using evasion techniques
remained largely unblocked.

We discovered that phishing websites without a login form were
consistently not blocked by client-side detection. This was con-
firmed by a specific experiment focusing solely on such non-login
phishing sites. This suggests a potential overreliance of client-side
detection on login forms, either in visual or page features, indicating
a need for broader detection criteria.
Design Constraints and the Academic Work. Our study identified the
main constraints that dictate some of the design decisions of client-
side anti-phishing. The identified constraints are: (1) locality of
detection, (2) solution simplicity, (3) efficiency (4) generality. These
constraints make it possible for an attacker to completely bypass the
client-side detection system! For example, we verified that attackers
could bypass detection by adding an excessive amount of DOM
elements to a phishing page. Such bypasses are real threats and

have been used by real-world attackers—in one experiment, 34%
of PhishTime websites (i.e., known and already detected phishing
websites) bypassed detection from the classifier.

In our review of 25 academic papers on phishing frommajor secu-
rity conferences, we found that most of the proposed defenses don’t
adequately address client-side anti-phishing needs. They either fail
to meet the specific design constraints of client-side systems or are
not suitable for automatic phishing detection.

Our results paint a dire picture of the state of client-side anti-
phishing detection as currently deployed in practice and indicate
the need for more academic research on the topic. Our study is a
first step in this direction by providing an understanding and an
analysis of solution requirements for client side anti-phishing.

Rather than be disheartened by these results, the community
should take these findings as a challenge to design improved and
more robust client-side detection frameworks and mechanisms,
especially solutions that extend beyond the current state of affairs
in which it seems that the client-side detection is over fitting on a
single features: phishing websites with a login form.

In summary, in this paper we make the following contributions:
• We evaluated the evolution and effectiveness of Chrome’s
client-side anti-phishing classification model and the impact
of client-side anti-phishing in Chrome on server-side block-
lists over a period of three years. This is the first such effort
of this magnitude.

• We identified some of the constraints that seem to be guiding
the design of client side anti-phishing as deployed in Chrome.

• We studied the academic literature in major security confer-
ence over the last 5 years to assess the suitability of current
academic work for client-side anti-phishing. Our indicate
that current efforts are in general not suitable for client-side
anti-phishing and more work is needed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
an overview of phishing and the various strategies employed to
combat it. Section 3 studies the design and evolution of client-side
anti-phishing in Chrome. Section 4 presents an evaluation of the
performance and accuracy of client-side anti-phishing in Chrome.
Section 5 discusses the impact of client-side anti-phishing on the
anti-phishing ecosystem. Sections 3, 4 and 5 identify constraints on
client-side anti-phishing. Section 6 presents an analysis of academic
works for their suitability for client-side anti-phishing. Section 7
discusses the work limitations and our disclosure of our findings.
Section 8 covers related works and Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND
Phishing involves attackers posing as trusted entities to extract
sensitive information. Defense strategies include blocklists (precise
but weak against new threats) and machine learning (capable of
identifying new attacks but prone to false results). Browsers like
Chrome and Edge combine these methods to balance accuracy and
adaptability [4, 5, 10, 18, 21, 27, 28, 48, 49, 51, 66].
Phishing Attacks. Phishing attacks proceed in three major stages:
In the first stage, attackers create a fake website that masquerades
as a trusted website. Phishers with little technical knowledge can
deploy these fake websites without technical knowledge by using
phishing kits (a set of software tools) [47].
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Figure 1: Evaluation Framework for Chrome’s Client-Side Anti-Phishing Measures: Part 1 entails dynamic and static analysis
of Chromium source code; Part 2 involves the examination of Chrome debug logs, including ① analyzing scores to determine
the percentage of real phishing websites scored above the threshold, ② identifying the reasons for client-side failures, and ③

extracting scores of client-side anti-phishing on 100 real phishing websites across six versions of Chrome from September 2019
to April 2023; Part 3 investigates the influence of client-side anti-phishing on blocklisting performance, with investigations
initially conducted in May 2020 and revisited in April 2023.

In the second stage, attackers send messages to users to convince
them to click on the phishing website’s link and then use some
aspect of social engineering to deceive users to take action [16, 69]:
to provide the phishing websites with sensitive information. In
the third stage, phishers extract the victim’s information from the
phishing website and monetize that information [23].
Blocklists. Blocklists are the first layer of defense in browsers
against phishing attacks and they are enabled by default in all ma-
jor web browsers (Chrome, Firefox, Opera, Edge, and Safari), both
on desktop and mobile platforms. When users visit a malicious
website, blocklists are used to identify the malicious site and the
browser displays prominent warnings in place of the malicious
content. Blocklists were the first large-scale anti-phishing defense
deployed in browsers. Blocklists are updated server-side and prop-
agated to browsers. Researchers demonstrated that blocklists have
a significant effect on stopping phishing campaign [64]. However,
blocklists have noticeable shortcomings [55].

Although Google incorporated a real-time anti-phishing system
for detecting phishing URLs and improved the speed of Google Safe
Browsing (GSB) from the prior delay of “up to 30 minutes,” this
feature is not enabled by default, and it suffers from delay of caching
and updating the URL blocklist database, which provides attackers
a window of opportunity to launch their phishing campaign [57].
This change also applies to the mobile version of Chrome [57]. Due
to the short lifetime of phishing websites, a few hours of latency can
affect the blocklist performance in a significant way, and relying
on blocklisting can increase the risk to users [55, 64].
ML-based Anti-phishing. Machine Learning (ML)-based anti-
phishing solutions extract features of the web page or domain and
feed these features into a trained model to output a phishy-ness
score. However, studies have shown that ML-based classifiers are
susceptible to evasion attacks [3, 5, 7, 13, 30, 38, 40, 62]. Evasion
attacks are effective against practical ML-based classifiers, and, at
the same time, these attacks can be successfully launched without
changing the web page functionality and appearance [40]. Most

major browsers, including Chrome, Firefox, and Edge, implement
ML-based anti-phishing in the browser (client-side) [49, 74].

3 CHROME CLIENT-SIDE ANTI-PHISHING
We first aim to study the structure, design, and components of
Chrome’s client-side anti-phishing. To our knowledge, no prior
research has attempted to reverse engineer and document the en-
tire ecosystem. While previous studies have focused on analyzing
only the classifier component [41], we include all client-side anti-
phishing features, as well as the pre- and post-classification stages
and other anti-phishing components of the Chrome browser.

Figure 2 shows the Chrome anti-phishing ecosystem. In 1○, the
client-side classifier periodically downloads a visual-based model
and a content-based model, along with corresponding thresholds.
When the user visits a website, 2○ features for the two models are
extracted. After feeding the features to the model, the 3○ scores are
compared against the downloaded threshold, and if any score is
over the threshold the browser will display a warning to the user.
At the same time, the browser will report the URL, along with the
features (and other information) to Google Safe Browsing server-
side component. From there, server-side classification occurs (we
do not have visibility on how this is done), then, if it is determined
to be a phishing URL, then 4○ the URL is added to the Google Safe
Browsing blocklist. Finally, 5○ this blocklist is propagated to other
end-users browsers, thus protected them from the phishing URL.

Along with this high-level understanding, we performed a static
and dynamic analysis of Chromium’s implementation to extract
Chrome’s built-in classifier. Over our observation period of three
years we identified significant changes to Chrome’s client-side
anti-phishing, which have yet to be studied or evaluated in prior
work [41]. These changes include (1) new anti-phishing compo-
nents, (2) new features, (3) changes to overarching algorithms used
by the Chrome client-side anti-phishing ecosystem, (4) changes to
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Figure 2: The Chrome anti-phishing ecosystem is composed of client-side and server-side components. First 1○, the Chrome
browser periodically downloads two client-side anti-phishingmachine learningmodels trained on the server side (a visual-based
model and a content-based model). 2○When a user visits a webpage, the browser then extracts features, including the DOM,
URL, and term features for the content-based model, as well as visual elements from the webpage. The browser calculates the
final scores for these two models and compares them with the provided thresholds. 3○ If the scores surpass the any threshold,
Chrome displays a warning page, and notifies the server-side component. 4○ If server-side classification confirms that the URL
is a phishing website, the blocklist is updated, and 5○ this updated blocklist is then propagated to other users’ browsers.

the client-side model, and (5) the classification threshold. In addi-
tion, we found that Chrome provides three different layers of secu-
rity: (1) no protection, (2) standard protection (the default setting),
and (3) enhanced protection, as shown in Table 1. Figure 3 provides
a detailed depiction of the current state of Chrome’s client-side
anti-phishing, where new changes are highlighted in yellow, and
shows the protection level, security policy, and mechanism behind
each of the layers. Figure 4 also presents a comprehensive timeline
of Chrome’s evolving anti-phishing technologies, capturing key
updates in 2008, 2012, 2019, 2020, and 2023.

3.1 Client-side Anti-phishing Classification
In our study, we embarked on a detailed examination of Chrome’s
client-side anti-phishing classification, acknowledging the signif-
icant challenge posed by the Chromium project’s extensive size,
encompassing over 10 million lines of code. Our methodical ap-
proach included:

1. Compiling the Extensive Chromium Codebase: We com-
piled the expansive Chromium source code on our systems, a critical
step in understanding the comprehensive structure andmechanisms
of such a large-scale browser project.

2. Static Analysis of the Chromium Codebase: We methodi-
cally analyzed the source code statically, which allowed us to iden-
tify potential weaknesses and improvement areas within this vast
codebase without executing the code.

3. Dynamic Analysis and Observation: Through dynamic
analysis, we observed the Chromium browser’s real-time behavior
in response to various phishing and legitimate websites.

4. Classifier Reverse-Engineering in a Complex Code En-
vironment: We undertook reverse-engineering of Chrome’s anti-
phishing classifier, a significant task given the extensive nature of
the Chromium code.

5. Log File and Network Traffic Analysis: Our study involved
analyzing Chrome’s log files and network traffic to gain insights
into the operational dynamics of the anti-phishing classifier within
this large software environment.

6.In-depth Examination of Chromium’s Source Code:We
conducted a thorough examination of the Chromium source code,
particularly focusing on the Google Safe Browsing components.

7.Verification and Comparative Analysis: We verified the
client-side anti-phishing functionality in both Chrome andChromium
and conducted a comparative analysis of the browser’s response to
a range of websites.

8. Identification of a Dual-Classification System: Our inves-
tigation revealed that Chrome’s anti-phishing system utilizes two
classifiers: a content-based classifier and a visual-based classifier,
within this extensive code environment.

9.Debugging the Extensive Chromium Code: Debugging the
Chromium source code for different website types was a key part
of our research, presenting unique challenges due to the project’s
scale.

The enormity of the Chromium project added a layer of com-
plexity to our analysis but also provided a unique opportunity to
explore the efficacy of Chrome’s anti-phishing strategies in a real-
world, large-scale software setting. This study not only illuminates
the intricate technical aspects of Chrome’s anti-phishing strategies
but also emphasizes the extensive efforts required to analyze such
a large and complex codebase for enhancing browser security.
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3.1.1 Content-based Anti-phishing Classifier. The content-based
anti-phishing classifier is a crucial component of GSB’s client-side
anti-phishing classification system. This classifier employs a ma-
chine learning model, likely trained server-side and then deployed
on the client, to analyze local browser-based features of websites,
encompassing URL, DOM elements, and term-based attributes.

Once the features are extracted, the model calculates an anti-
phishing score, representing the probability that a given website is
a phishing website. The content-based classifier uses a threshold
from the server and compares the score with the threshold. If the
score is higher than the threshold, client-side detection shows a
warning page to the user and sends information about the URL
and the features to the Google Safe Browsing server-side. Table 7
in Appendix A provides a complete list of the features that the
classifier extracts and uses to calculate the phishing score. Our
study of these features show that they are all local to the client
side which means that they are locally available and the client
doesn’t need any remote resources to calculate them. This lead to
the identification of the first constraint that seems to guide the
design of client-side anti-phishing detection:

C1 - Locality: features used in phishing
detection should be local to the client.

3.1.2 Visual-based Anti-phishing Classifier. GSB’s client-side anti-
phishing classification system added a new and important compo-
nent: the visual-based anti-phishing classifier. This classifier focuses
on visual elements on the website rather than content-based fea-
tures, providing additional protection against phishing attempts.

This classifier operates similarly to the content-based classifier:
using a downloaded visual-based detection, which includes a list of
visual targets and thresholds for each target. The classifier then ex-
tracts visual elements from the page and calculates a score for each
one, comparing them to their respective thresholds. If at least one
score is higher than its threshold, the page is detected as phishing.
Visual classification or visual matchingin the client-side phishing
classifier, involves comparing visual elements of a webpage against
known phishing indicators or patterns. Here’s a basic overview of
how it works:

1. Image Processing: The software captures images or visual
elements from a webpage.

2. Feature Extraction: Key features from these images (like color
histograms, shapes, text, or even more abstract features) are ex-
tracted. This can include blurring the image to focus on general
shapes and colors rather than details.

3. Pattern Matching: The extracted features are then compared to
known patterns associated with phishing websites. These patterns
are derived from previously identified phishing attacks and can
include specific layouts, color schemes, or other visual cues.

4. Hashing and Comparison: Sometimes, images are hashed to
create a unique identifier, which can be compared against a database
of hashes from known phishing sites.

5. Decision Making: If the visual elements match closely enough
with known phishing indicators, the software may flag the page as
potentially malicious, triggering a warning or further analysis.
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Figure 3: Chrome Client-side anti-phishing design. This di-
agram presents Chrome’s client-side anti-phishing in dif-
ferent layers of security (described in Table 1). The Blue
boxes are the new components of GSB that are not studied
in the previous works. The purple arrow shows the connec-
tion with the GSB server, the red arrow displays the “No
protection layer’s” mechanism, the Blue arrow pictures the
“Standard protection,” which is the default setting for the
Chrome browser, and the green arrow presents the mecha-
nism of the third security level, “Enhanced protection.”

3.1.3 Client-side Anti-phishing Classification Algorithm. The anti-
phishing analysis process includes three phases: pre-classification,
main classification, and after-classification.
Phase 1: Pre-classification.

Content-based anti-phishing classification starts with checks in
the pre-classification phase, which classifies only [X]HTML docu-
ments andHTTP/Swebsites. It does not classify any tab in incognito
mode, any URL allowlisted by enterprise policies, or any URL that
is in the local client-side detection allowlist database, and it does
not classify an IP address in the private IP ranges [61].
Phase 2: Main classification.

Once the pre-classification conditions aremet, Google Safe Brows-
ing’s content-based and visual-based anti-phishing classifiers begin
the process of computing scores based on the features and models
to see if the webpage is a likely phishing website. This process
consists of three steps:
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Figure 4: Chronological Evolution of Chrome’s Anti-Phishing Techniques (2008-2023): This figure illustrates the progressive
enhancement of Google Safe Browsing’s client-side anti-phishing mechanisms, highlighting key developments in five major
iterations - 2008, 2012, 2019, 2020, and 2023. Each version marks a significant advancement in combating phishing threats,
showcasing Google’s commitment to evolving cybersecurity measures.

First, if not already present, the system downloads the trained
machine learning models for both the content-based and visual-
based classifiers from the Google Safe Browsing server.

Next, for content-based classification, the system extracts URL,
DOM, and term features from the visited website, while for visual-
based classification, it extracts visual features. They have 500 ms
threshold for feature extraction, and beyond this time the classifi-
cation don’t start. Finally, the system runs the scorer and calculates
the final score for the content-based classifier and each of the ex-
tracted visual elements. Our study of the models used for client-side
anti-phishing detection in Chrome lead us to identify a second con-
straint that seems to be essential for client-side solutions:

C2 - Simplicity: Machine learning models
used in phishing detection should be simple.

We realize that simplicity is not precisely defined, but it seems clear
that it is an important consideration in client-side solutions.
Phase 3: Post-classification.

Once the main classification process is complete, the website will
be identified as a potential phishing site if either of the following
conditions is met: (1) the computed content-based phishy-ness score
exceeds the threshold or (2) the visual-based scores for at least one
visual element exceed the related threshold.

If any classifier determines that a website is potentially phish-
ing, Chrome extracts features. These features include 21 different
attributes that are listed in Table 6 in Appendix A. Chrome appends
these features to the phishing URL and sends it to the server for
further evaluation of the suspicious website.

While we do not have visibility into the server-side component,
we suspect that the server-side will analyze the report, potentially
visit the phishing URL, and make a final decision about whether
the page is a phishing site or not.

If the server-side determines that the page is a phishing site,
it blocks access and adds the site to the Google Safe Browsing
blocklists. This information is then shared with all browsers that
use the this blocklist, such as Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, and
Apple Safari.

Security Level Blocklist Content
based

Visual
based Real-time

No Protection ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

Standard Protection (Default) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗

Advanced Protection ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1: Chrome security levels. Chrome provides three levels
of security, and each level uses related anti-phishing compo-
nents.

3.2 Real-time Anti-phishing
In September 2019, Chrome version 79 was released with a new
defense technique, called real-time anti-phishing, to address the
blocklist latency problem and prevent attackers from exploiting the
30-minute blocklist refresh time. As of this writing, real-time anti-
phishing is enabled only at the Advanced Protection level (shown
in Table 1). We find that real-time anti-phishing works as follows:
Chrome first checks visited websites against the allowlist database
on the user’s system containing thousands of popular websites
known to be safe. If the visited website’s URL does not match with
the local whitelist database, then the browser sends the URL to
the Google Safe Browsing server to check if the user is visiting a
malicious website [20, 22].

4 CLASSIFIER EVALUATION
Our study evaluated Chrome’s client-side anti-phishing classifier
using real phishing samples from PhishTank [15]. Our preliminary
findings revealed a high failure rate and many false positives in its
detection capabilities. This led to a multi-year assessment focusing
solely on the classifier’s ability to detect phishing websites, crucial
for user protection. The scope excluded an analysis of the false
positive rate.

The experiment involved visiting verified phishingwebsites from
PhishTank and testing them against the classifier. Figure 6 shows
that results: only 66% of the phishing websites even underwent
classification (they failed in the Pre-classification stage (Section 4.2),
and we will describe the root cause in Section 4.2). In May 2020,
using 300 phishing websites, we found that only 66% were even
classified, and out of those, just 14% were correctly identified as
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Figure 5: The result of classification of the content-based
model across six versions of Chrome. For each experiment,
we selected 100 new phishing websites from PhishTank and
evaluated them against the model. The range of scores (the
classifier’s result) is different in these versions as well as
the threshold. The number of the scores above the line that
connected the thresholds are detected as phishing websites.
The False Negative ratio is indicated above each box in the
figure. For instance, in May 2020, the Client-side model had
a False Negative ratio of 96%.

phishing, indicating a high false negative rate. The detailed results
and analysis of the pre-classification failures are elaborated in a
subsequent section.
BrowserValidation Experiment.Because the classifier was based
on Chromium (discussed in Section 3), we conduct a follow-up
experiment to check for any differences between client-side anti-
phishing models in Chrome and Chromium. In this experiment,
we visited 100 additional (new) phishing websites (sourced from
PhishTank) using both Chrome and Chromium. The classification
outcomes were identical in both browsers, which confirmed that
classifiers in Chrome and Chromium function in similar manners
and validated our understanding of the client-side anti-phishing
system in Chrome (and Chromium).

4.1 Longitudinal Model Drift
We continued to analyze the client-side classification in Chromium
to understand how the model changed over time. In September 2020,
we noticed a shift in classification results. By reverse engineering
the updated source code, we identified changes to the content-based
anti-phishing model and the classification algorithm, including a
significant adjustment to the phishy-ness threshold. The previous
model used a hard-coded threshold of 0.5, while the new model
employed a dynamic threshold, which was tuned by GSB and sent
to the client.

Therefore, during our observation period, each time the content-
based classifier model changed, we re-evaluated its performance
on 100 new phishing websites from PhishTank. This approach
evaluates the classifier model’s effectiveness when encountering
new phishing websites.

Figure 6: Classification results categories from the May 2020
classification experiment. This figure presents the percent-
age of the 300 phishing websites visited, on which Chrome
performs classification, the resulting classification percent-
ages, and the portion of websites that bypass content-based
anti-phishing. Additionally, it illustrates the reasons for clas-
sification failure.

Figure 5 shows the results of six different experiments on the
content-based. Before September 2020, the classifier used by Google
Chrome used a hard-coded threshold of 0.5 (the blue line in Figure 5).
However, in subsequent versions, the threshold was retrieved from
the server and downloaded along with the classification model. We
observed that the downloaded thresholds varied across different
versions, with values of 0.8999976, 0.2, and a subsequent return to
0.5 observed in the last four models.

The results indicate that the number of false negative scores (
scores below the threshold) remains noticeably high, even after
tuning the threshold. For instance, the second new threshold was
0.2, and the scores accordingly changed with the changed model.
As Figure 5 shows, accuracy in the new version of the model with
0.5 thresholds is improved from 0.02% in the earlier model with the
static threshold to 0.14% in the last model.

4.2 Exploring Failures in Client-Side Detection
Beyond Classifiers

In our initial experiment of 300 phishing websites, 34% bypassed
the classifier completely, which is shown in Figure 6. To investigate
these failures, we analyzed and categorized the Chrome log files,
and matched with the Chromium source code. In some cases, we
cannot determine the reason due to incomplete logs or ambiguous
results, and we mark these as “Unknown Reasons.”

We discover significant failures that can happen before the clas-
sification process, and we call these failures avoidances. Therefore,
even if Chrome had a perfect client-side classification model, it
would still fail to detect over 34% phishing websites because of
these avoidances. We found four reasons for classification failures:
model loading failure (37%), web page recapturing issues or not
being reloaded (22%), DOM features extraction failure (11%), and
scorer loading failure (7%). The failures caused byDOM features tim-
ing out indicate that attackers can bypass client-side classification,
even if the classifier’s model was perfectly accurate. The extraction
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of DOM and Term features is constrained by a 500-millisecond
timeout. If this duration is exceeded, classification is aborted, poten-
tially allowing exploitation by attackers. The existence of a timeout
of a short duration even at the expense of increased vulnerabil-
ity to phishing attacks lead us to identify a third constraint that
seems to guide the design of the client-side anti-phishing solution
in Chrome:

C3 - Efficiency: The speed of detection is
paramount for a client-side phishing detection

5 EVALUATION OF CLIENT-SIDE EFFECT ON
BLOCKLISTING

Now that we have evaluated the client-side classification in Sec-
tion 4, we turn our attention to analyzing the impact of client-side
classification on blocklisting. In essence, this allows us to shed light
on the outcomes of the server-side classification (Steps 3○ and 4○
in Figure 2) process, which ultimately measures how client-side
classification protects other users.

5.1 Methodology
To evaluate blocklist performance, we used two main metrics: (Dis-
covery) (the provider’s ability to identify new suspected URLs) and
(Detection) (the provider’s ability to blocklist discovered URLs), fur-
ther broken down into Coverage and Speed [52] as sub-metrics.
Our methodology, primarily focused on Google Safe Browsing, is
also applicable to other providers like Microsoft SmartScreen and
Opera’s protection services.

We utilized the PhishFarm framework1 from the authors [51],
modifying it for our experiments. We generated various inert phish-
ing websites using a phishing kit, categorizing them based on the
experimental conditions. Each site was hosted on a new, unique
.com domain, with naming structures varying per group. We then
tracked the time taken for these sites to be blocklisted on Chrome
(both mobile and desktop), post-reporting to Google Safe Browsing
or upon client-side detection, over a seven-day period.

5.2 Blocklist Experiments
In our comprehensive study, we conducted three key experiments
to assess the efficacy of client-side anti-phishing methods in block-
listing, involving a total of 735 unique phishing websites.

5.2.1 May 2020 Experiment: For our initial experiment, we created
14 different experimental groups (with 35 URLs in each experimen-
tal group) that varied the following settings: random URLs vs suspi-
cious URLs (impersonating brand names), content-based detection
enabled or disabled, real-time phishing enabled or disabled, if the
URL was reported directly to Google Safe Browsing, and if cloaking
evasion technique was used. In addition, all websites were from one
phishing kit that impersonated one brand as shown in Table 2. As
shown in Table 2, this initial experiment revealed a major weakness
in the client-side anti-phishing ecosystem. The phishing websites
were only blocklisted if they were reported directly to Google Safe

1https://phishfarm-project.com

Browsing (GSB), and the content-based classification and real-time
anti-phishing did not have any impact on the blocklisting process.

5.2.2 2021 Replication Studies: Following up on these findings,
we conducted two smaller studies in 2021, confirming the limited
impact of content-based and real-time anti-phishing on blocklisting.
These studies led to an acknowledgment from Google and indicated
ongoing improvements in their detection mechanisms.

We communicated our findings to Google in February 2021, who
acknowledged them and indicated efforts to enhance client-side
anti-phishing. However, a subsequent study in July 2021 showed
that the issues still remained.

5.2.3 April 2023 Follow-Up: We conducted this experiment in April
2023, and Table 3 shows the seven different experimental condi-
tions. In this experiment we also added the new phishing trend that
we observed: websites that don’t show a login form immediately.
These include two types: traditional login websites and non-login
sites, where users are prompted to scan a QR code or perform an
action to access the login. We also used three different phishing
kits to deploy the phishing websites that spoofed three different
types of websites (two normal and one non-login phishing). The
results pointed to ongoing challenges in effectively detecting and
blocklisting phishing sites without direct reporting. For this exper-
iment, we focused only on non-reporting conditions, and varied:
random URLs vs suspicious URLs, Standard Protection vs Enhanced
Protection, cloaking, and type of phishing page. Standard protec-
tion now includes both content-based and visual-based classifiers,
while enhanced protection still includes standard protection plus
real-time protection. We conducted this experiment in April 2023,
and Table 3 shows the seven different experimental conditions.

Overall, our experiments revealed critical insights into the limi-
tations and evolution of client-side anti-phishing strategies in the
face of sophisticated phishing tactics.

Blocklist Coverage Experiments. Client-side detectionwithGoogle
Safe Browsing blocked about half of phishing attacks in non-cloaking
scenarios. However, as indicated in latency graphs (Figure 9 and
Figure 10), these blocks were delayed, with none within the first
30 minutes and only 10% within the first hour. Despite this latency,
75% of victims still accessed the phishing sites. This marks a signif-
icant improvement from our initial experiments where client-side
detection had zero impact on blocklist coverage.

C4 - Generality: Client-side anti-phishing
solutions should be general and not restricted

to specific attacks.

However, client-side measures were ineffective against cloaked
phishing sites, underscoring the ease with which attackers can
bypass these defenses. Notably, even the latest client-side detection
failed to identify non-login phishing sites, highlighting the need
for further advancements in anti-phishing technologies.

A key observation from our May 2020 experiment (Table 2)
was the lack of blocklisting for cloaked sites on mobile Chrome,
unlike desktop Chrome. This inconsistency, also noted by Oest et
al. [51] 2018 in their research, persisted in our study. Our latest

https://phishfarm-project.com
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Experiment Settings
Total Number of

Websites per group

Number of
blocklisted
websites:

Desktop Chrome

Number of
blocklisted
websites:

Mobile Chrome
Group ID URL CB RT Report Evasion Technique

1 Rand ✓ ✗ ✗ Cloaking 35 0 0
2 Rand ✓ ✗ ✗ No Cloaking 35 0 0
3 Susp ✓ ✗ ✗ No Cloaking 35 0 0
4 Rand ✓ ✓ ✗ No Cloaking 35 0 0
5 Susp ✓ ✓ ✗ Cloaking 35 1 0
6 Rand ✓ ✓ ✓ No Cloaking 35 33 35
7 Susp ✗ ✓ ✓ Cloaking 35 34 0
8 Susp ✓ ✓ ✓ No Cloaking 35 34 31
9 Susp ✓ ✓ ✓ Cloaking 35 34 33
10 Rand ✓ ✗ ✓ Cloaking 35 35 0
11 Susp ✓ ✗ ✓ Cloaking 35 35 2
12 Rand ✓ ✗ ✓ No Cloaking 35 35 33
13 Rand ✗ ✓ ✓ Cloaking 35 35 0
14 Rand ✗ ✓ ✓ No Cloaking 35 35 31

Table 2: May 2020 Evaluation of Blocklist Effectiveness for Unreported Phishing Websites The table displays the blocklist
coverage performance for 14 distinct groups of phishing websites with login forms. The first five columns detail the varying
experiment settings, encompassing URL type, Standard Protection, Enhanced Protection, Reporting Status, and the Evasion
Techniques employed. Each experiment involves 35 websites, as indicated in column six. The final two columns demonstrate
the blocklist coverage results for desktop and mobile Chrome browser platforms.

Experiment settings

Group ID URL Standard
Protection

Enhanced
Protection

Evasion
Techniques

Phishing
Type

Websites
per Group

Desktop Chrome
Blocklisted Sites

Mobile Chrome
Blocklisted Sites

1 Rand ✓ ✗ Cloaking Login 35 1 1
2 Rand ✓ ✗ No cloaking Login 35 18 18
3 Susp ✓ ✗ No cloaking Login 35 16 16
4 Rand ✗ ✓ No Cloaking Login 35 23 23
5 Susp ✗ ✓ Cloaking Login 35 3 3
6 Rand ✓ ✗ No Cloaking Non-Login 35 0 0
7 Rand ✗ ✓ No Cloaking Non-Login 35 0 0

Table 3: April 2023 Blocklist Efficacy Assessment for not reported Phishing Websites The table presents the blocklist coverage
for seven unique phishing website categories not submitted to blocklist providers and detected exclusively via client-side
methods. Organized into seven columns, the table outlines experiment parameters, including URL type, Standard and Enhanced
Protection measures, Evasion Techniques used, and the classification of phishing websites (with or without a login page). The
final two columns demonstrate the blocklist coverage effectiveness on both desktop and mobile Chrome browser platforms.

experiment in April 2023, however, shows Google has achieved
consistent coverage between mobile and desktop browsers, though
with varying response speeds.

Blocklist Speed Experiments. The goal of client-side anti-phishing
is to minimize blocklist update delays. In May 2020, median block-
listing times were 88 minutes for desktop Chrome and 3 hours for
mobile Chrome, with unreported sites not contributing to blocklist-
ing. Our final experiment showed an improved median blocklisting
time of 110 minutes for client-detected sites, still posing a risk
for phishing attacks. This duration allows ample opportunity for
attackers [55]. Figures 7 and 8 display these blocklisting speeds.

5.3 Effectiveness of Real-time Anti-phishing
Google claims that the new real-time anti-phishing component
(September 2019) improves the detection of un-seen phishing web-
sites by 30%. Our results demonstrate that even this additional
component do not efficiently protect the user against new phishing
websites. Blocklist experiment results for groups 5 and 6 (as shown
in Table 2) for 70 phishing websites in these two groups, real-time
anti-phishing does not affect the blocklisting process. For these

70 phishing websites, Chrome with content-based and real-time
anti-phishing methods enabled blocklisted one phishing website.

6 ACADEMICWORKS: A FIVE-YEAR REVIEW
We conducted a review of 25 papers from major security confer-
ences, from 2018 to 2023, including S&P, Usenix, CCS, NDSS, Asi-
aCCS, ACM journals, and the WIC conference, representing a sig-
nificant body of work in the field. The chosen conferences are
known for rigorous peer-review processes and for hosting pioneer-
ing works in security, making them ideal sources for our analysis.
Our review evaluated each of these papers against the four con-
straints that we identified for client-side anti-phishing solutions
and which we already highlighted in green boxes in the paper. Our
objective was to evaluate the applicability and relevance of these
academic findings to the practical needs of current industrial client-
side anti-phishing solutions, thereby bridging the gap between
theoretical research and practical application.

We divided the papers into two categories: those proposing phish-
ing detection models and those that did not. For those proposing
models, we further analyzed their suitability for client-side detec-
tion based on the four constraints that we identified:
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Figure 7: Mobile blocklisting Performance. This figure shows
the delay between initial reporting using the mobile Chrome
browser to blocking for five different groups ofwebsites. Each
group was set up differently. For example, the group with
websites that had random URLs used server-side cloaking
and were reported to blocklist entities when visited from
mobile Chrome with content-based anti-phishing enabled
was blocked faster than the other groups. This information
is from the initial experiment conducted in May 2020.

1. Locality: This criterion assesses methods that necessitate
resources beyond local capabilities, encompassing features unavail-
able locally, such as domain provider information. The method
outlined in paper [34], for instance, stands out in terms of efficiency
and accuracy. Nonetheless, it requires external resources, like do-
main provider information, to conduct the classification process.

2. Simplicity: This constraint evaluates the complexity of ma-
chine learning methods in the proposed anti-phishing solutions. For
instance, the Phishpedia [42] model demonstrates high accuracy
and minimal runtime overhead. However, despite these strengths,
deep learning models like Phishpedia often encounter challenges in
real-world scenarios, particularly regarding their adaptability and
complexity in uncontrolled environments. This highlights the need
for solutions that balance complexity and practical applicability.

3. Efficiency: This aspect evaluates the detection speed and the
model’s size. The benchmark for Chrome’s anti-phishing feature
is a 500 ms response time. However, certain studies, such as [77],
report a higher time overhead for detection: approximately 800 ms
for benign websites and 3000 ms for malicious sites.

4. Generality: This aspect assesses if the anti-phishing methods
are universally applicable or tailored to specific phishing types,
such as financial phishing. For instance, the authors referenced
in [29] offer key insights on browser-level defenses, focusing pri-
marily on IDN-based phishing. However, this specialized approach
may not fully integrate with Google Chrome’s wider anti-phishing

Figure 8: Desktop blocklisting Performance. This figure
shows the delay between initial reporting using the desk-
top Chrome browser to blocking for nine different groups
of websites that we did in May 2020. Each group had a dif-
ferent setup that you can see in Table 2. For instance, group
8, which had websites with suspect URLs, used cloaking on
the server-side and reported to blocklist entities when vis-
ited from desktop Chrome with anti-phishing enabled, were
blocked faster than other groups.

strategies, which are designed to address a broader range of phish-
ing threats. Beside the specific attack, some papers [71] focus on
specific platform like android.

Some of the reviewed papers do not directly propose anti-phishing
solutions, but still contributes to the field of anti-phishing research.
For instance, the study presented in [53] focuses on aspects related
to phishing but doesn’t outline a specific anti-phishing method.
Despite this, the findings from ’PhishTime’ could offer valuable
insights to enhance anti-phishing measures in browsers like Google
Chrome, particularly in assessing the efficacy of blocklists. How-
ever, the integration and relevance of these insights would largely
depend on how they align with Google Chrome’s existing anti-
phishing strategies and implementation frameworks.

A summary of the evaluations appear in Tables 4 and 5. The
current state of client-side anti-phishing detection, as observed
in practice, is concerning and highlights the need for more fo-
cused academic research in this area. Our analysis is a step towards
understanding the solution requirements for effective client-side
anti-phishing. These challenges should motivate the community
to design more robust and innovative client-side detection frame-
works, moving beyond the existing paradigms that appear to be
limited in addressing evolving phishing threats.

7 DISCUSSION
Our study’s primary purpose was to evaluate content-based anti-
phishing, and our initial experiment revealed surprising results
in this regard. Our study in May 2020 found that the client-side
anti-phishing system aimed to reduce the time lag in blocklists
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Figure 9: Desktop blocklisting Performance in the latest experiment in April 2023. This figure shows the delay between initial
reporting using the desktop Chrome browser to blocking for our final experiments that we did in April 2023. We divided the
websites into five different groups; each group had a different setup that you can see in Table 2.

Not Efficient Not Simple Not Local Not General Not Relevant
[50] [77] [39] [42] [76] [33] [34] [36] [35] [56] [12] [29] [37] [72] [26] [71] [9] [14] [17] [43] [53] [58] [59] [60] [65]

Table 4: Suitability of recent academic works for client-side anti-phishing

Not Efficient Not Simple Not Local Not General
High Overhead (speed) [77] Hybrid Deep Learning method [42] Not-local detection [34] [36] [35] Specific for Crypto Phishing [12]
Resource Efficiency [50] Complexity of Cloaking Detection features [76] Needs Human Interaction [33] Specific for Financial Phishing [72]

Use Multiple Models [39] Search Engine Query needs [56] Specific for inter-organization phishing [37]
Specific for Android Platform [71]
Specific for IDN attacks [29]
Specific for Email system [26] [72]

c

Table 5: Categorization of Academic Research Based on Anti-Phishing Criteria

protecting users from new phishing attacks. However, our subse-
quent experiments conducted in April 2023 showed that, despite the
improvements made to the system by Google, client-side detection
only led to a 10% increase in the number of websites blocklisted
within the first hour. This implies that there is still scope for im-
provement in the overall anti-phishing ecosystem.

However, our findings show that for phishing websites that are
reported without cloaking techniques, content-based anti-phishing
can accelerate blocklisting.

Privacy is also another unsolved challenge in Chrome’s client-
side anti-phishing. Google Safe Browsing client-side anti-phishing
claims that it protects users’ sensitive information [20]; however,
our experiment shows that content-based anti-phishing and pass-
word protection sends a request to the server that includes the
visited URL and the list of URLs with the same stored passwords.
These URLs might be transmitting sensitive information in the
context of a false positive classification result.

Our findings could be used to improve content-based classifica-
tion accuracy. Continuous monitoring of recent phishing websites’

structure—including URLs and the content—training the related
machine-learning model, and refining the classification algorithm
with this data, can further improve content-based detection.

Our empirical blocklist experiments on Chrome and GSB could
be adapted to analyze other modern browsers and threats, including
spam filters and malware.

7.1 Limitations
Source Data.Our study highlighted weaknesses in Chrome’s client-
side anti-phishing ecosystem, but it’s important to consider the
limitations of our analysis. Initially, we focused on a single organi-
zation, potentially biasing our findings. We addressed this in our
final experiment by including more brands and phishing styles,
ensuring diverse data and reducing bias. Source Classifier. We
used Chromium’s open-source code for evaluating Chrome’s anti-
phishing defenses, as Chrome isn’t open-source, but this didn’t
affect our results due to the presence of the Google Safe Browsing
system in both. Reporting. Our reporting was based on a single
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Figure 10: Mobile Blocklisting Performance in the latest ex-
periment in April 2023. This figure shows the delay between
initial reporting using the mobile Chrome browser to block-
ing for our final experiments on the mobile Chrome browser
in April 2023. We divided the websites into five different
groups; each group had a different setup (see Table 2.)

submission per phishing site, which might differ from the mul-
tiple reports that could occur in real-world scenarios. Although
our study revealed Chrome’s client-side anti-phishing ecosystem’s
weaknesses in the real world, our analysis should be considered
along with its limitations.

7.2 Disclosure
In February 2021, we reported to Google the shortcomings in
content-based anti-phishing and mobile blocklisting gaps. Google
recognized these problems and was working on enhancing their
client-side anti-phishing. Later evaluations showed some improve-
ments in the classifier, but our results in Figure 5, still highlighted
persistent weaknesses in content-based anti-phishing.

8 RELATEDWORK
Our study represents the first thorough evaluation of client-side
content-based anti-phishing, including empirical performance anal-
ysis and bridging the gap between industry and academia. Unlike
prior research focusing on blocklisting [1, 64, 73], browser secu-
rity warnings [2, 16, 19, 68], and anti-phishing toolbars [31, 44, 46,
70, 75], our work distinctively assesses the efficacy of in-browser
classifiers alongside blocklisting strategies, addressing a previously
unexplored area in the field.

Oest et al. [51] assessed the timeliness of anti-phishing blocklists
and the efficacy of evasion techniques. They used the PhishFarm
framework to test cloaking techniques against anti-phishing entities
by deploying fake phishing websites. Similarly, we adapted that

framework to evaluate content-based and real-time anti-phishing
effectiveness in major web browsers.

Liang et al. [41] demonstrated the vulnerabilities of Chrome’s
content-based classifier by showing how feature modifications
could drastically alter a site’s phishing score, though they didn’t as-
sess its broader ecosystem impacts. In contrast, our study uncovers
new attack methods that evade classification entirely.

Lei et al. [40] assessed Chrome’s phishing detection in 2019,
focusing on evasion attacks and proposing methods to increase
classifier robustness. Our research extends this by empirically ex-
amining client-side anti-phishing’s effects on blocklist coverage
and response times.

Oest et al. [55] studied the lifecycle of large-scale phishing at-
tacks, identifying detection gaps and the timing of attacks. They
introduced the ’Golden Hour’ concept, finding that rapid blocklist-
ing is crucial to mitigate the impact of these attacks and emphasized
the importance of effective content-based anti-phishing in the early
stages to protect potential victims.

9 CONCLUSION
In our study, we analyzed the effectiveness of client-side classifica-
tion in detecting never-before-seen phishing websites. We assessed
the impact of client-side detection on facilitating blocklisting from
May 2020 to April 2023. Our analysis encompassed the strengths and
weaknesses of the Google Safe Browsing client-side anti-phishing
ecosystem, including blocklists, content-based, visual-based, and
real-time detection, which are components of different layers of
protection in Chrome, including standard protection and enhanced
protection. Through a longitudinal evaluation, we aimed to com-
prehend how client-side detection could be enhanced to better
safeguard end-users from new and evolving phishing attacks.8

After reporting our findings to Google and their subsequent com-
mitment to making improvements, the final experiment conducted
in April 2023 showed an increase of zero in blocklisting efficacy
in the first 30 minutes and only 10% in the first hour, with a 51%
increase over seven days. While this improvement was notewor-
thy, the system still encountered difficulties in effectively blocking
new and evolving phishing attacks, particularly those that did not
include login pages. Our study specifically tested non-login phish-
ing websites, highlighting the challenges in detecting these types
of attacks. Additionally, there are still design vulnerabilities that
attackers could potentially exploit to bypass client-side detection
measures.

Our study of the evolution of Chrome’s client-side anti-phishing
and our identification of constraints that seem to mandate some
design decisions was useful in understanding proposed solutions
in the academic literature as possible improvements for practically
deployed client-side anti-phishing systems such as Chrome. Our
academic literature review indicates that there is need for more
work and attention from academia to the client-side anti-phishing
problem. While the constraints that we identified are not the last
word on the unavoidable constraints that practical systems must
be contend with, we believe that they are an important first step
towards identifying such constraints.
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Feature Brower features Description of the features

History features

kUrlHistoryVisitCount Number of visits to that URL stored in the browser history
kUrlHistoryTypedCount Number of times the URL was typed in the Omnibox
kUrlHistoryLinkCount Number of times the URL was reached by clicking a link
kUrlHistoryVisitCountMoreThan24hAgo Number of times URL was visited more than 24h ago
kHttpHostVisitCount Number of user-visible visits to all URLs on the same host/port as

the URL for HTTP and HTTPSkHttpsHostVisitCount
kFirstHttpHostVisitMoreThan24hAgo Boolean feature which is true if the host was visited for the first

time more than 24h ago (only considers user-visible visits)kFirstHttpsHostVisitMoreThan24hAgo

Browse features

kHostPrefix prefixes appended to features that tell for which page type
the feature pertains

kReferrer Referrer
kHasSSLReferrer True if the referrer was stripped because it is an SSL referrer
kPageTransitionType Stores the page transition
kIsFirstNavigation True if this navigation is the first for this tab

kRedirectUrlMismatch Feature that is set if the URL from the navigation entry doesn’t match
the URL at the end of the redirect chain

kRedirect The redirect chain that leads to the named page

kSecureRedirectValue If a redirect is SSL, we will use this value instead of the actual redirect
so we don’t leak any SSL websites

kHttpStatusCode The HTTP status code for the main document
kSafeBrowsingMaliciousUrl

Fields from the UnsafeResource if there is anykSafeBrowsingOriginalUrl
kSafeBrowsingIsSubresource
kSafeBrowsingThreatType

Table 6: Browser features are the features that content-based anti-phishing extracts if the classifier has scored more than the
threshold and detects the website as a phishing website. Content-based anti-phishing extracts these features and adds to the
request that it sends to the server to run the server-side classification on the suspected website.

DOM feature type Model DOM features Page DOM features

DOM HTML
form features

PageHasForms Page has any form element

PageActionOtherDomainFreq
The fraction of form elements whose “action" attribute
point URL on a different domain

PageActionURL
The token feature containing each URL
that an “action" attribute points to

PageHasTextInputs The page has any input type=“text" element
PageHasPswdInputs The page has any input type=“password" element
PageHasRadioInputs The page has any input type=“radio" element
PageHasCheckInputs The page has any input type=“checkbox" element

DOM HTML
link features

PageExternalLinksFreq The fraction of links on the page that point~ to other domains
PageLinkDomain The token feature containing each external domain that is linked to
PageSecureLinksFreq The fraction of links on the page that use HTTPS

DOM HTML
script features

PageNumScriptTagsGTOne The number of script elements on the page is greater than 1?
PageNumScriptTagsGTSix The number of script elements on the page is greater than 6?

Other DOM
HTML features PageImgOtherDomainFreq

The fraction of images whose source attribute
points to an external domain

Table 7: DOM features. Content-based classifier uses the content of the visited website to evaluate its phishy-ness. It extracts
the features from the website, creates a feature map, and computes the phishy-ness score based on the model’s rules’ features
and their weights.
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BL Performance
Metrics Description

Discovery
blocklist’s ability to identify
new suspected URLs

Detection Coverage
The proportion of the discovered
URLs that are correctly blocklisted
at any point

Speed
The time delay between
discovery and blocklisting

Table 8: Blocklisting evaluation metrics [52].
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